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Introduction

•The famous rule of thumb "if it ain’t broke, don’t
fix it" no longer applies for software.

•Technology is constantly improving to keep up
with the competitors and demand.

•Many elements of the HPCC Systems
platform have gone through similar
improvements over the years.

Figure: HPCC Systems Architecture

•However the communication layer which is tasked
with delivering data has not seen any significant
upgrades in many years.

•This poster explores how we can upgrade the
communication layer to improve the speed &
efficiency by the use of a popular communication
library called the MPI framework.

Communication Layer (MP)

Figure: MPI framework Co-existing with Existing MP Library

*Source: https://hpccsystems.com/about

MP Communication API

Figure: API defined for distributed communication

Goal

Introduce and evaluate MPI framework
as an alternative to the jsocket (MP)
communication layer design in HPCC
Systems platform.

Main Challenges
•Mapping Communicator API to MPI functions
is not straightforward.

•Unmatched functionality in MPI Spec
•Restrictions inherited by Implementation
Library

•Proper evaluation of existing implementation
and the MPI implementations
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Communication Design

Figure: Performance of different Comm. Designs

Different Communication Loads

Figure: Performance of different Workloads

(Note: MP plot in Experiments represents results from the existing implementation of MP Library. All
experiment results shown here were conducted on a single node cluster)

Prolonged Communication

Figure: Performance in increased Communication Duration

Processor Scaling

Figure: No of processor vs Bandwidth

Future Work

MPI implementations analyze the underlying
hardware architecture to optimize
communication when collective communications
are required.
An exciting future prospect of this project would
be to recognize such use cases in Thor and
apply MPI framework functionality for better
performance gains.
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